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0. Introduction. Consider the Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic oper-
ator whose characteristic roots have variable multiplicities at most two. Then,
we often meet the operator such that, even if the coefficients are infinitely dif-
fer entiable, the characteristic roots are not infinitely differentiable. In this paper
we prove in the above case, by constructing the fundamental solution, that the
singularities of the solution propagate along the bicharacteristic curves.
Lax [13] constructed the asymptotic solution of the Cauchy problem for
a strictly hyperbolic operator and investigated the propagation of singularities
of the solution. For the operator with multiple characteristic roots many
papers have been published. For examples, Chazarain [1], [2], Kumano-go
[8], Ludwig [14] for operators with characteristics of constant multiplicity,
and Flaschka-Strang [3], Ludwig-Granoff [15], Hata [5] for those with charac-
teristics of variable multiplicity have constructed the fundamental solution or
the asymptotic solution and investigated the propagation of singularities.
In these papers they assumed that characteristic roots are infinitely dif-
ferentiable. In the present paper we treat hyperbolic operators such that
the coefficients are infinitely differentiable, but the characteristic roots are not
so with respect to the space variable. One of examples is
(0.1) L = d]-{x\k+xlk)(d2Xi+d2X2)+ "a lower order term"
on[0, T]xR2
x
 (£5:4).
For such operators we study the Cauchy problem and investigate the propa-
gation of singularities.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. Let L be a differential
operator of second order in Ω—[0, T] xRn
x
\
(0.2) L-9?+ Σ (hfaxφM (*v,(f,*)e.3-(Ω))>
ιvι+y^2 '
y=o,i
whose characteristic roots \(t,x,ξ) ( ι=l,2) are not infinitely differentiable
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with respect to x. Then, we modify the principal part of L by using the ap-
proximation theory in Section 2 in order that the characteristic roots λt (£, xy ξ)
(z=l, 2) for the modified principal part are infinitely differentiable with respect
to x. Then, applying the method of the case where the characteristic roots
are infinitely differentiable, we can construct the fundamental solution. We
note that the modified principal part is no longer differential operator.
In Section 1 we give the several classes of pseudo-differential operators
and exhibit the results obtained by Kumano-go-Taniguchi-Tozaki [10] and
Kumano-go-Taniguchi [11] on the theory of Fourier integral operators. In
Section 2 we study the approximation theory for a non-regular symbol (Def-
inition 1.4). We define an approximation of a non-regular sybmol by modifying
that of Nagase [16], [17] and Kumano-go-Nagase [12]. In Section 3 we con-
sider the approximation \{ty x, ξ) for a non-regular characteristic root λ^ί, x, ζ)
and define the phase function φ(t, s x> ξ) as the solution of the eiconal equa-
tion
(0.3) a,φ-λ(*, x, v
x
ψ) = o , φ\t=. = χ-ξ.
Then, we investigate the wave front set of Pφ(X, D
x
)u(x) for a Fourier integral
operator Pφ(X, D
x
) with symbol p(x, ξ) and phase function φ. In Section 4
we prove the main theorem for hyperbolic operators of second order (Theorem
4.5). In Section 5 we shall extend the result in Section 4 to hyperbolic opera-
tors of higher order whose each characteristic root has multiplicity at most two.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor H. Kumano-
go for his advices and encouragement.
1. Definitions and Fourier integral operators
For multi-indexes a=(α
x
, •••, a
n
), β=(βi, •••, β
n
) of non-negative integers,
and x=(xly •••, xn)^R^y ξ=(ξu •••, | M ) e i 2 | , we use the usual notation:
| α | = « H ha «> α! = aj. - aj., x* = xT ~x*
n
n
,
<x> = (l+\x\*)1/2> ^ = ( ^ , - , 8 , , ) , χ-ξ = x
ι
ξ1+
a<β denotes that a^βj for ally and αΦ/3. Let S on Rn denote the Schwartz
space of rapidly decreasing functions. S' is the dual spade of S. For
the Fourier transform u(ξ)==F\u\(ξ) is defined by
Then, for ύ(ξ)<=St: the inverse transform F[ύ](ζ) is defined by
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F[ύ](χ) = j e"M(ξ)dξ , dξ = (2π)-»dξ .
For real s we define the Sobolev space H
s
 as the completion of S in the norm
For/(*)=(/!(*), -,/.(*)) (fj(x)^C\Rn)) we denote
We introduce the pseudo-differential operator. Definitions and notations
are due to [6].
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a C°°-function a(ηyy) in R*"y belongs to the
class Jl%>r for —oo</w<oo, 0 ^ δ < l and τ^>0, when for any multi-indexes α, β
we have
(1.1) \ f i
for a constant C»
 3 > 0 , and set
J = U u u ΛΪ.T.
It is clear that <_A™T is a Frέchet space with semi-norms
| f l | = m a x { i n f C
aβ
 o f ( l . l ) } , / = 0 , l , .
DEFINITION 1.2. For a(v, y) e <_i™
τ
 we define ίAe oscillatory integral
O
s
[e-'y*a(
v
,y)]by
,[β-" *a(?7, y)] = O
s
- jj e-»'*a(η,y)dydv
= lim
where X(v,y)^S(R2n) such that X(0, 0 ) = l .
DEFINITION 1.3. i) We say that a C°°-function p(x, ξ) in R2n belongs to the
class 5^
δ
 (—oo<w<oo, O ^ δ ^ p ^ l , δ < l ) , when for any a, β we have
(1.2) \pit](χ,ξ)\^c
a>βQym'PlΛl+8m,
for a constant C
Λ > β>0, where p[β](xy ξ)=d%Dξp(x, ξ).
ii) We say that a C°°-function p(x, ξy x\ ξf) in R4n belongs to the class
*%*' of the double symbols (—oo<m, m'<ooy O ^ δ ^ p ^ l , δ < l ) , when for
any a, a'y β, β' we have
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(1.3) \ρ%M(x,ξ,χ',ξ')\
for a constant C
a
, < β > p ,>0, where p{l\t']{xΛ,x'Λ')=ψt'DβχDξφ{x,ξ,x'Λ')>
<ξiξ'>=Vl+\ξ\i+\ξ'\t.
We often write
Then, the pseudo-differential operator P—p(X, D
x
) with symbol σ(P){x, ξ)=
p(x, ξ) is defined by
(1.4) Pu{x) = O
s
- JJ e-'y-pix, v)u{x+y)dydη , u(ΞS .
In the same way for the double symbol σ(P) = p(x, ξ, x', ξ') we define
p(X,D
x>X',Dx,)by
(1.4)' Pu(x) = O
s
- j j f y - ' W ^pix, v, x+y, V')
u(x-\-y+y')dydy'dvdη'.
It is known that P of (1.4) and (1.4)': S^>S is continuous and if />,(#, ? ) e
S™-
 8 ( ί = l , 2 ) , we have
', D^u = P,(X, D
x
) {P2(X, Dx)u} ,
(see [6]). Here we give the definition of class of non-regular symbols.
DEFINITION 1.4. Let p(x, ξ) be a function such that for any a and β
(\β\£[I\, /^0) p[β](x,ξ) is continuous, where [/] denotes the largest integer
which is not bigger than /. Then, we say that p(x> ξ) belongs to the class
*S7,o /, when the following i) and ii) are satisfied.
i) When | β \ fj [/], for any a we have
(1.5) \p®{x, ξ
ii) When | / 3 | = [ / ] , we have for any a and \x—y\^
(1.6) !/>$(*, ξ)-p$(y
where C
Λtβ>0 is a constant.
DEFINITION 1.5. Let ρ(x, 5 ) e S ? = S * 1 . p ( i ^ p ^ l ) . Then, we say that
p(x, ξ) belongs to the class S™((1)) for the positive number /, when the following
i), ii) and iii) are satisfied.
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(\a+β\=[Γ\y \x-y\£l
iί) We have for a constant C p > 0
(1.7) \Piβ](x, ξ)-
iii)
REMARK 1. For any x^R" and y^R" we get the estimates (1.6) and (1.7)
by replacing C
aβ
 by another constant C'
Λ β
, respectively.
REMARK 2. *%, 55%; / and S?((l)) are Frόchet spaces provided with semi-
norms
nf {C«>β of (1.2)},
and
\p\tt
\p\{k
m}= max inf { C
Λfi of (1.5) and (1.6)} ,
/ = max inf
->P of (1.7)}
= lίlίΓ1?(ω)+ max
respectively.
Now we summarize below the definitions and the fundamental theorems of
of the theory of Fourier integral operators from Kumano-go [7], Kumano-go-
Taniguchi-Tozaki [10] and Kumano-go-Taniguchi [11]. The proofs would
be the given, only when the theorems are stated in extended forms.
DEFINITION 1.6. i) We say that a real valued C2-function φ(x, ξ) in R2n
belongs to the class ί?(τ) ( 0 ^ τ < l ) of phase functions, if we have for J(x, ξ)=
(1.8) ll/ll =|
ii) We say that a phase function φ(xy ξ) of class ίP(τ) belongs to the
class 3>p(τ) ( l /2<p^l ) , i£J(x, ξ) belongs to SJ((2)).
The Fourier integral operator P
φ
 with a symbol σ(P) (xyξ)=p(x,
and a phase function φ(x9ξ)G&?(τ) is defined by
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(1.9) P
Φ
u(x) = J e'*™p(x, ξ)ύ(ξ)dξ
= O
Γ
 \ e'^' v-^pix, ξ)u(y)dydξ ,
DEFINITION 1.7. Let φj belong to ίP(τy), j=\, 2, •••, v-\-\, •••, with f
v+1
Σ$iί T ^ T - S & X τ , ^ τ 0 (^1/8). Then, we define Φv+1(*°, r + 1 )=Φi#φ 2
#φ,+1(*0, Γ+ 1) by
Σ
where {Xί, Hv}>=iOΛ | v + 1 ) is defined as the solution of the equation
(i.ii)
Theorem A (Theorem 1.8 and Theorem 1.9 in [10]). a) Let
j=ί, •'•, v+ί, •••, T^TQ (^1/8). Then, we have
for a constant c
o
>O independent of v and τ 0, and we
(1.12)
Furthermore, we obtain
(1.13) ί X) Φ v
I ϋ) (Φi
b) We assume in a) furthermore that {/j7^}7=i ^ bounded in 5J((2)).
/or J V + 1 = Φ , + 1 — A ;
0
 g v + 1 w
} Γ-1 is bounded in S J((2)).
DEFINITION 1.8. We say that a C^function ^(ΛJ, ?) belongs to the class
ST.o ((/)) (/ is an integer). When
"o -.«/)) is a Banach space provided with a norm
Hill = max sup {\p${x, f)l<f>
We study a hyperbolic operator of the form
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(1.14) L = Dt-Λ(t, X, Dx),
where \(t,x, |)efi?([0, T\; S\,
o
 •.(W)=B°([0, T\; S},0:((2») and is real valued.
Consider the eiconal equation
(1.15) dtψ-\(t,χy v,φ) = o,
i) φ(t,s)<=3>(c
o
(t-s))
ϋ) U(t> ί ) / ( ί - f)}os
s
sίsr0 « bounded in S\,o •, ( ( 2)),
iii) J(t,s)<
Then, we have
Proposition B (Theorem 3.2 in [7] and Proposition 2.2 in [10]). Let φ =
φ(t, s) = φ(t, s; xy ξ) be the solution of (1.15) (O^s^t^T). Then, we have for a
constant c0>0 and a small T0>0
(1.16)
and
(1.17) d
s
φ+Ms, V(φ(t, s), ξ) = 0,
Rt, ή =J(t, * *, ξ) = Φ(t, s; x, ξ)-x ξ. Particularly, if X(t, x, ξ) ι
in 5J((2)),
(Δ
o
 = {O^s^t^T
o
)),
(1.18)
iii) / ( ^ ^ e η
Proof. Let {?(*,*),/>(*,*)} = {(?i, — ,q«),(P» —>P«)} be the solution of
(1.19)
%
Then, it is clear that
q(t, s; y, ξ)-y = - ( Vtλ(τ, q(τ, s), p(r, ή)dτ ,
Js
Pit, s; y, ξ)-ξ = [' V
x
X(τ, q(r, s), p(r, s))dτ ,
Js
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and for a small Γ 0 >0 and a constant C > 0 we have
(1.20) c-
Hence, we can see that
q(t,s)-y€=
y=o
(1.21)
and
(1.22) j is bounded in S%
t, s)—ξ)l(t—s)} is bounded in S\t0; (d)) .
So we have for a constant T 0 >0 and £>0
where for matrix A^ia^ ^ I1 " # ί n) we define the norm | |^ | | by \\A\\ =
{Σki, ;Ί 2} 1 / 2 Consequently, for the mapping: i?"3j->x=g(^ί;3;, ?)ei?ϊ with
(^ >^ ?) as a parameter, there exists the inverse y=y(t, s; x, ξ). Since q(t, s;y(ty
s> χy ξ)> £)=%> we have
ί J(ί, ,;
 Λ> f ) - * e ή Sy(Δ0; S!.o (d-i))) ,(l.ZJ) j y=o
I {(y(t, s; xy ξ)—x)l{t—s)} is bounded in S?,o; ((l)) .
Now setting
(1.24) u(t, s; y, ξ) = yξ+ j ' {λ-/> V4λ}(τ, j(τ, *), />(τ, s))dτ ,
we have
= 0
and
So we get
25)
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Defining φ(t,s)=φ(t,s;x9ξ) by
(1.26) φ(ί, s) = u{t, s; y(t, s; xy ξ)y ξ),
we have
(1.27) dXjφ
= p(t,s;y(t,s),ξ)d)q.dx.y
= pj(t,s;y(t,s),ξ).
So we get
(1.28) dtφ = dtu(t, s; y(t, s), ξ)+V,u(t,s; y(t, s), ξ) dty
= Mt, q,p)-p Vt;\(t, q,p)+pdyq-dty
= X(t, q, p)-p'ViK{t, q, p)+p>Vs\(t, q, p)
= λ(ί, q{t, s;y(t, ή, ξ), p{t, s; y(t, s), ξ))
= \(t, x, V
x
φ).
Consequently, φ(t, s) defined by (1.26) is the solution of (1.15). Since
Qt'(^ίφ{t,s ,q{t,s;y,ξ),ζ))
= V^Vjφίί, s; q(t, s), £)'Vjλ + V
x
V(φ(t, s; q(t, s), ξ) 'ji
at
= o,
and Vfφ(s, s q(s, s;y,ξ), ξ)=y, we have
Together with (1.27) we obtain
' V
x
φ(ί, *;*,£) = p(t, s, y(t, s; x, ξ), ξ),
Vtφ(t,s;x, ξ) = y(t, s; x, ξ),(1.29)
Since from (1.26) we have
J(t,s) = φ(t,s)-X'ξ
= (y(t, s)-x)-ξ+\' {λ-^ V
s
λ}(τ, q(r, s),p(τ,
we can see by (1.22) and (1.23) that
U(f> *)/(*—*)} ί s bounded in S\t0; (α» .
In the same way we obtain from (1.29)
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{J(t, s)l(t—s)} is bounded in Si,0.((2)).
We note that
(1.30) C-Kξ>£<VjKt, s)>£C<ξ> (0£s£t£T0),
where C > 0 is a constant. From (1.15) and (1.29) we can see that dβ,φ(t,s)
and dsV
x
φ(t, s) are continuous. By the same techniques of the proof of Prop-
osition 2.2 in [10] we get
d
s
φ(t, s)+\(s,
So we get
Hence, we obtain
7(ί,*)ej)
o
By the similar way to the proof of (1.16) we obtain (1.18). Q.E.D.
Now take λy<ΞJ3°([0, Γ]; Sl.o cω)) (j=l> 2, — ,i>+l, •••) as λ of (1.14) and
let φj(t, s) be the solution of (1.15) corresponding to λ ; . We define Φ = Φ V + 1 =
°, f v + 1 ) by
(1.32) Φv+i(*ot - , ίv+i)
Theorem C (Theorem 2.3 in [10]). Φ(ί0, •••, ίv+1) o/ (1.32) satisfies
1). 9,,Φ - -Xjitj, XI, Bί)+λ i + 1 ( ί y , Xvy, Bί)
(λ0 = λv + 2 = 0, B! = VΛoΦ, XV1 = Vέv+iΦ).
2). Iftj=tj+1=τforsomejJwehaυe
c b ^/ ••• / T T f ••• / ^
3). 7/ ^ >(^ >^ ?)=λ,y+1(ί, Λ, ?) (therefore φj=φj+1) for some j , we have
REMARK 3. From Theorem C we have for Φ of (1.32)
(1.33) ] °
I Φ|/ 0 - ί l = Φ2.3.....v+i(ίi,ί2, - , ί v + l ) .
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Corollary D ([10]). Let xfa x, f)e fa ^ ([0, T]; SJ((2-./))) (ί=(l, 2)).
Assume that
where {λ—λj, λ—λ2} denotes the Poίsson bracket for λ — \ and λ —λ2, which is
defined by
i; s°p).
, /or # ί/wtf// Γ
o
> 0 &
Proof. We shall prove in the similar way to the proof of Corollary of
Theorem 2.3 in [10]. Let {y(σ), v(σ)} = {y(σ, t
u
 t2; x
o
,ξ
2),
 V(σ, tu t2; A ξ2)}
be the solution of
(1.34)
dσ
dσ
iy,
= -Vίλ^σ .y, η),
{Xl(t0, h, t2), B\(t0, tu
where {X\, Si} is the solution of X}=V$φ1(ί0, h; nfi, B\), B^V^t,, t2; X\, ξ2).
Then, we have y(t
o
)=A v(t
o
)='V
x
oΦ1 >2(ί0, tu t2) and
(1.35) *- {λ2(σ,
dσ
-^(cr, y{σ),
= — {λ-λj, λ-λ2}(σ,j(σ), i?(σ)) .
So we have
{λ2(ί0, *°, VxoΦlt2)-Mt0, x°, Vz<Φlt2)}~{X2(t1, XI, Hi)
-λ,(ί,, x\, si)} = ρ(ί0, <i, ί2),
where Q(t0,tut2)=Q{t0,ί,,ί2;*»,f)= -('"{λ-λ,,λ-λ2}(σ,y(σ),v(σ))dσ. Con-
sequently, we can see by Theorem C that
(1.36) = -Q{t2,h-h+t2,t2)
By Remark 3 we have
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z,i(t0, h, *2)-λ2(f0, A v,oΦ21) = o,
Hence, setting u=Φ12(t0, ί0—Ί+*2> '2)—Φ2,i(A)> h> h)> we see that u is the solution
of
, tlt t2) = 0 ,
( U 8 )
where
#i(*o, *i, fe) = - Γ V
ξ
λ2(ί0, A VΛoΦ2>1(ίo, tu t2)Jo
H-βίV.oΦi
 2{t0, t[, t2)-VxoΦ2β0> tu t2)))dθ (t[ = t,-tx+t2),
H2(t0, h, t2) = Q(t0, h-^+t,, t2).
Since from Proposition B and its proof we have
and for a small Γ 0 >0 and a constant C > 0
lt2(to, t'u t2)-vxoΦ2Λ(to,
we get
(1.40)
We solve (1.38) along the characteristic curve. Let q=q(t0>tlyt2;y)ξ2)=
(?i> "•> 9») with (^ i> ^ 2> ?2) as a parameter be the solution of
Then, we have for a small T 0 >0 in the similar way to the proof of Proposition B
(1.42) ί ^to'h.h yΛ2)-!
where y(tQ, tλ, t2 x°, ξ2) is the inverse for the mapping txP = q(to,tι,t2;y9ξ2):
i?jB y-+x°^Rn
x
o with (ί0, ίx, ί2, ζ2) as a parameter. Then, the solution u of
(1.38) has the form
(1.43) u(t
ot tu t2) = - Γ° H2(τ, tu t2; q(τ, tu t2; y, ξ2), ξ2)dr\ y=y(tθth,t2)
Hence, we obtain Corollary D together with (1.40) and (1.42). Q.E.D.
Let \i(t,x, ξ) (z = 1,2) satisfy the condition of Corollary D. Then, for
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any ρ(t, τ,s;x,ξ)e ^(Δj 5") we have
(1.44) £dτP
ΦiΛ(t,τ,s;X,Dt)u
= (' exp (ίΦ1>2(ί, T, s))p(t, r, s; x, ξ)ύ(ξ)dξdr
Js
= (' exp (ίΦ1>2(ί, t-r+s, s))p(t, t-τ+s, s)ύ{ξ)dξdτ
Js
= Γ dτQ
φ2i(t, T, *; X, Dx)u ,
J S
where
σ(Q)(t,τ,s;x,ξ)
= exp (ί(Φif2(ί, t—τ+s, s)—Φ2Λ(t, T, s)))p(t, t—τ+s, s; xy ξ)
Theorem E (Theorem 2.5 in [11]). Let pj=-ρj{x)ξ)^S^i and φ~
φj(xfξ)<Ξ&μ(τj)(j=lf.:9i,+ l,-) ( l / 2 < p ^ l ) . Assume that Σ N y K 0 0 ,
Too= 2 TJ<^TJ&C0 with constants τ0 «wJ t:0 o/ Theorem A, and {JJITJ}J-I is bounded
in Sp((2)). We also assume that for any I there exists a constant A
x
 such that
(1.45) \Pj\(r^A, 0=1,2,- v+l,-).
_ V + l
Then, we have a symbol q^=q^{xQy ξv+1)^Sm»+1 (mv+1= 2 mj) which satisfies the
fallowings. For a constant C/>0 independent of v
(1.46) \q,\^^C) ^ = 1,2,...),
holds, and if we set
(1.47) R, = Pi A -iW"i\A,
i?
v
^ H_oo-*H^_oo w α smoothing operator in the sense: For any σ and N we have for
a constant C
σtN>0 independent of v
(1.48) | |Λ» | |^ f f σ +
wA r^^  || \\Hσ->Hσ+jy denotes the operator norm of the mapping: Hσ->Hσ+Nm
2. Approximation theorems
Nagase in [16], [17] and Kumano-go-Nagase in [12] treat approximation
theory for non-regular symbols. In this section we develop it.
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that ρ(x, ξ) (&Spt8) belongs to the class S™8(1)
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(/^0), when the followings are satisfied,
i) *»(*,
(2.1) \p$(x, ξ)-p\t](y, ξ) I ^ C
α
,
β
 I x - y I'-ra<ξ>.-pi-ι
Cl/5|= m, \χ-y\£i)
for any α,
iii) p
w
(x, f)e5p-?»(""-') ( [ Z ] + l ^ | / 3 | ) .
REMARK 1. It is clear that for another constant C«β (2.1) is equivalent to
(2.1)' |j>$(*, f )-/>$(y, f) I ^ C ;
β
 I * - y I '-ra<£>.-pi"i
{\β\=U\, χ,y^Rn).
Lemma 2.2. There exists a function ψ(x)GS(RT) such that
(2.2) .
:
 j ψ (*)</* = 1, j ψ(*>Λk = 0. ( |αI ΦO).
Proof. Take a function φ(|) S S(R%) such that
(2.3) φ(0) = l , β*φ(0) = 0 ( | α | Φ 0 ) ,
and set
Then, noting that
we see that ψ(x) satisfies (2.2). Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.3. Lei ^ >(#, fJeSΓ.o /. By «ώίSf Ψ(Λ) 0/ Lemma 2.2 ^e se£
(2.4) g(
Λ
, f)
and we set for a multi-index ωΦO
(2.5) r(x, ξ) = J ψ«ξyy){<ξyyTp(χ+y, ξ)dy<O*n
Then, zoe get
Proof. First, we prove that q(x> ξ) belongs to S*8(/). We note that
q(x, ξ) has another expression
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(2.6) q
We have
g«(*, ξ) = J Ψ«ξyy)Pw(χ+y, ξ)dy<ξy.
= J
Hence, we get
ί(β>(*, f)eSί; δ for
When I /SI = W, we write
(2.7) ?o)(
- J
Then, noting that >^(#, f) belongs to Sί%; / and
(2.8) |
we get for any a
(2.9) \q$(x2,
Hence, we obtain ii) of Definition 2.1.
When |/31 ^[/J + l, we have
where ψ(β~βo\y)=Dy(β~βo)ψ(y) and /30 is a multi-index such that |/80|=[/J and
β
o
<β. Since
\ O (|/3-/90 |Φ0) f
we have
J ψ β -
So we have
Hence, we get
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Thus we can see that q(x, ξ) belongs to £ί%(/).
Next we prove that r(x, ξ) belongs to S7J*'. Set
Then, from (2.2) we get
(2.12) ( φ(*Xy)yvdy = 0 for any β and v .
Now we write by the Taylor expansion
(2.13) p(y, ξ) = Σ ίl-1(y-*r/(αl)/>c«>(*, f)
where
(2.14) q,{x,
( W j [ ( l -
Then, it is clear that
(2.15) \rtx,y
From (2.12) and (2.13) we have
r{x, ξ) = j ψ
ω
(Q>\y~x))p(y,
= Σ i™M \ ψ
m
{<ςy(y-χ))to(*. y\ ξ)(y-χ
Similarly, we have for any β
(2.16) r ( 3 )(*, ξ) - ( - j
Then, in the similar way to the proof for q(x, ξ) we have
(2.17) 11$(*, f) I ^C
Λ > β<|>»-«'+^'-'*'.
Hence, we can see that r(x, ξ) belongs to ST,^81. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2.4. For ρ(x, ξ) eSf.o <r (0^σS2) set
(2.18) O = Q{x, *', y f) = ^ - y , ξ)-p(xf ξ)-p(x'-y, ξ)+p(x', ζ).
Then, we get
i) When Ofg σ< 1, ^^ have for any r (0^ T ^
 σ
)
(2.19)
ii) PFA^w l ^ σ ^ 2 , «;^  have for any τ ( σ — I ^ T ^
(2.20) \Q\£n\p\W,I*'-*ΓT\y\τ<
Proof. Setί:=|/)| (o'"
:
)
σ
.
i) We have by the definition of S"o •,
(2.21) \p(x, ξ)-p{y, ξ)\£K\x-y\
So it is clear that
Hence, we have
We obtain (2.19).
ii) We write
(2.22) ρ = (x-x') Γ {v
x
p(
x
'-y+θ(x-x'), ξ)-vxp(χ'+θ(x-x'), ξ)}dθ ,
Jo
and
(2.23) ρ = -y.Γ {V,/>(*-^, f)-V
x
p(x'-θy, ξ)}dθ .
Jo
Then, we have
We get (2.20) in the case σ=2 (τ=l). When l^σ<2, we also get for any
τ ( σ - l ^ τ ^ l )
IQI == I QI ί1"7"^2"0") I QI (T+I-^/CZ-0-)
Q.E.D.
Here, we shall define an approximation for p(x, £)eST 0 ,/. ^ s ^ e ap-
proximation for p we define p8(xy ξ) by
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(2.24) p8(χy ξ) =
where 0 < δ < l . We shall often write p8=P>
Theorem 2.5. For p(x, ξ)ζ=S?t0; / we define pδ(x, ξ) by (2.24). Then, we
get
Proof. We can see from Lemma 2.3 that p(x, ξ) belongs to S?,
δ
(/). So we
have only to prove that r(xy ξ) = p(x, ξ)—p{x, ξ) belongs to {] S^ψτ~r\
Setting s=[l—τ], we write
(2.25) p(x+y, ξ) = )P(β)(x, I )
Σ
= ^ Γ (i—<;
Jo
= p(x+y, ξ)-p(χ, ξ)
x, ξ)}dθ (*Φ0)
(*=0)
where
(2.26) qy(x,y;ξ)
By (2.2) we have
(2.27) r(xy ζ) -
We devide the proof into two cases. First, we consider the case [/— τ]-f-
[τ]=[/]. We see that the following I), II), III) are equivalent.
(2.28)
By (2.26) we have for any a and β (| β \
(2.29) I d " D β
x
q y ( x , y ; ξ ) \ ^ C r t > β ( \ y \ h
Then, from (2.27) we have
(2.30) \r(β)(x, ξ) I ^  Caβζξy*"
Hence, r satisfies i) of Definition 1.4.
When ίΦO, for \β\ =[τ] we have from (2.26)
ii) /-M£τ-[τ],
III) /-[/]^/-τ-[/-τ].
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(2.31) d*Dϊq
v
(x,y; ξ)-d*D%(z, y; ξ)
= s [ (l -θγ-* {p$l
β)(χ+θy, ξ)-p$lβ)(χ, ξ)
Jo
Since Iγ+/3 | =[/—r]+[τ]=[/] ( we get
So we have by i) of Lemma 2.4
(2.32) Id°D%(x,y; ξ)-d«D%(z,y; ξ)\
^ CI * - * I τ - w I y I ' - τ - t ' -
When s=0, we also get (2.32). Since
(2.33) r
w
(x, ξ)-r
w
(z, ξ) = Σ
171 *
we obtain by the similar way to the proof of Lemma 2.3
(2.34) Ir®(*, £)-r®(*, f) | ^ C
Λ>β \x-z\ -m<f>--«α-)-ι-ι.
Hence, r satisfies ii) of Definition 1.4. Consequently, we see that r belongs to
Next consider the case [/— τ ] + [τ]= [/]— 1. We can also prove in the
similar way to the proof of the first case. We have for any a and β (| β \ ^ [T])
(2.35) \dpβ
x
qy(x,y; W^C^
Then, using (2.28), we obtain (2.30). Now fix β(\β\=[τ]). Then, since
l Ύ + / S | = [ / - τ ] + [ τ ] = [ q - l , we have
Hence, using r—[τ]>/—[/] from (2.28), we have (2.32) by ii) of Lemma 2.4.
Thus we obtain (2.34). Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.6. For pi(x, ξ) e *S7;0; / ( ί = 1, 2) consider the approximations
pi and p
x
p2 defined by (2.24). Then, we get
where V=V (M=0), Γ=l+ί ([/]φθ).
Proof. We prove only the case pi(x,ξ)=ai(x)e:0. Then, the general
case would be proved in the similar way. We write
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(2.36) 2(3^-^3 (*, f)
and for k= 1,2
(2.37)
 β 4 ( y ) =
where
(2.38)
We have
(2.39)
(
+ Σ
+ Σ i^
(H=O)
and set
(2.40) Ij(x, ξ) =
Then, we note that when [Γ)=0, 2j ( j = l , 2, 3) disappears. Since
(2.41) \bkAy,y')\^C\y-y'V-^,
we have
(2.42) \I,\£C{\y-y'\ι+^ + |y-/1'+c']) (j=2, 3),
and
(2.43) \It\£C\y-y'\».
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So by the similar way to the proof of Theorem 2.5 we can see that
; , G 5 r r + 1 ) (j = 2,3), ϊAeSτ.l".
Hence, we have only to show that 1Ί belongs to *Sr,s(/+1).
By (2.2) we have for each term of 2i
(2.44) j j ψ{<ξy(y-χ))ψ«ξy(y'-χ))(y-yγ1+*°
Since ^i (ai )(^)^2 (a2 )(^)^ ^1,0 /_* (&=max (| a1 | , | a2 |)), we can see by Lemma 2.3
that the right hand side of (2.44) belongs to Sτψ-k)~M"1+*2K Then, noting that
we get
Q.E.D.
3. Wave front set
DEFINITION 3.1. Let u (x)^H_
oo
= (J H
s
. Then, we say that (xOy ξo)(ΞRnxx
sen
(Rn
ξ
—{0}) dose not belong to the wave front set WF(u) ofu, if there exists an £ > 0
such that for any a(x)^C^ (U
ζ
(x0)) and any iV>0 we have
(3.1) sup \ F[au](ξ) \ ^  CN{1 + | ξ \ ) ~ N ,
where CN>0 is a constant depending on a(x) and iV, and
; \ξl\ξ\-ξol\ξo\\<e, \ζ\>l}.
Theorem 3.2. Let φ(x, ξ)ζΞ&p(τ) (l/2<p^l) and Ψ ^ ^ G ^ T ) such
that for a constant M>0 we have
(3.3) ψ(x, Sξ) = Sψ(x, ξ)
We assume that there exists a constant a ( < 1 ) such that for a constant C > 0
(3.4) 19£9?(φ-ψ)(*, ξ) I ^ C<D α " | Λ | (I a+β \ ^  1).
Then, we have for any p(x, ξ) e S"
(3.5) WF(P
φ
u) c Conic {(*, V,ψ(*, I)) (V«ψ<*, ?) ,?)e WT(«), | f | ^ M } ,
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where for a set AdRn
x
χ(Rn
ξ
— {0}) Conic A denotes the smallest conic set in-
cluding A.
The proof will be given after Lemma 3.5. First, we state two corollaries.
Let real valued functions \k(t,x,ξ) (Λ=l,2) belong to JB°([O, Γ]; 5l, 0 ; 2 )
and have the form for a constant a<l
(3.6) Xk(t, x, ξ) = λl(ί, *, ξ)+\l{t, x, ξ) (Λ=l,2)
/ \\(t, *, Defl tfO, Γ] SJ((2))) (1/2<P^ 1) Λ
V λϊ(ί, x, ξ) e5°([0, Γ] 5f .0 i), real valued. )
Assume that for a constant M > 0 we have
(3.7) \k(t, x, Bξ) = δλ,(ί, *, f) (I
Let φk(t,s;x> ξ) and ψ Λ(ί, J Λ, £) be the solutions of the eiconal equations of
(1.15) corresponding to X\ and \kt respectively. We define Φ,tj(t, r, s; x> ξ)
and Ψij(t,τ,s;xyξ) (l^iyj^2) for a small Γ 0>0, respectively by
(3 8)
Then, for a constant M
x
> 0 we can easily get
(3.9) Ψitj(t, τ} s; xy Sξ) = SΨu(t} τ, s; x, ξ)
We obtain
Corollary 3.3. For any p(xy ξ) e 5^ we have
(3.10) WF(P
ΦhJu)<zConic {(^, VΛΨ, ,X^ T, *; Λ, ?)); (V tΨ ί i y(ί, T, S; X, ξ), ξ)
ζ=WF(u), \ξ\^M
λ
) (0^s^τ^t^T0).
Proof. If we can show (3.4) of Theorem 3.2 for Φ t ; and ΨiJy the proof
is complete.
I) The case i=j. We have
(3.11) Φiti(t, T, s) = φi(t, s), ΨM(f, T, ί) = ψ f (ί, J) .
In what follows we omit the suffix / of λ,-, λj, λ?, φt and ψi.
Then, we have
0 = dt(φ-ψ)(t, s)-X\t, x, V,φ)+λ(ί, x, Vxψ)
= dt(φ-ψ)(t, s)-\(t, x, Vtφ)+\(t, x, V,ψ)+λ°(ί, Λ, Vxφ)
= dt{φ-ψ)(t, s)- £ Vfiλ(ί, *, ^x^+θ{Vxφ-Vxψ))dθ^x{φ-^){ty s)
+Λ°(t,xyVxφ).
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Set
(3.12)
t—s)) and we have
t, s; x9 ξ)= — \ V f λ ( ί , x 9 Λ
JO
[ H2(t, s; x, ξ) = \°(t, x, Vxφ).
Then, we can get (φ—ψ) (t,s; x, ξ) as the solution of
/ d'u{-t' S)+H^> *> x> Z)-V*u(t, s)+H2{t, s; x, ξ) =
[ u(s, s) = 0.
Since for a small T0>0 φ(t,s) and ψ(t,s) belong to
it follows that
(3.14) \
We can solve (3.13) in the explicit form along the characteristic curve by the
same method of the proof of Proposition B and Corollary D in Section 1. Then,
we can easily complete the proof.
II) The case /={=/. By using Remark 3 in Section 1 we obtain (3.4) by
the similar way to the first case. Q.E.D.
Let φ(x,ξ)G£(τ) and set F(ξ)=F(ξ x, v)= -V,φ(x, ξ)+ξ+v. Then,
since ||V,V$φ—/||^τ<l, we get
\F{ξ2)-F{ξx)\
So the mapping ζ=F(ξ): Rn^
the fixed point, ξ{xy η) satisfies
is a contraction. Defining ξ=ξ(x> v) as
x, ξ(x, v)) = (dXiφ, -., dXnφ)(x9
Hence, the mapping η=V
x
φ(x, ξ): Rn^ξ-*y^Rv has the inverse ξ=ξ(x,η) =
V
x
φ~\x,η). Similarly, the mapping y = 'Vξφ(x, ξ): Rn
x
3#->y^Rny has the in-
verse x=V$φ~\yyξ). Consequently, for any (x,ξ)^R2n there exists a point
(yy η)^R2n such that
(3.15) χ = v*Φ(y,ξ), v = v
x
φ(y,ξ).
Conversely, for any (yy ή) there exists a point (x> ξ) which satisfies (3.15).
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Now for Xk(ty x, ξ) (k=l, 2) of Corollary 3.3 let {q\ pk}(ty s; x, ξ)
(={(?i> •• >9»)> {piy '"yp«)}) be the characteristic strip, that is, {qk,pk} is the
solution of
(3.16) f
We set
(3.17) {QIJt Pifj}(t, r, s; x, ξ) = fap'Ht, τ ; ^ ( T , S; X, ξ), pi(τ, s; *, ?))
( l ^ i , j ^ 2 ) .
Then, we obtain
Corollary 3.4. Let Φ,
 fJ (ί, T, 5) ie ίfe />toe function defined by (3.8).
, we have for any ρ(x,
(3.18) WT(P
Φίiiiι)c Conic [{ρ ί f i, Pί§y}(ί, r, s; x, ξ); (x,
where M is a constant in (3.91).
Proof. I) The case i=j. We have
ΦM(*> T, J) = φ, (ί, J) , ΨM(f, T, ί) = ψ
We omit the suffix i. By (3.15) we can define {q',p'}(t, s)= {q',p'\(ty s; xy ξ)
as the solution of
(3.19) * = Vrfit, s; q'(t, *), ξ), p'(t, s) = V^(i, *; q\t, s), ξ).
Then, we have
0 = (Vt8^)(ί, s; q', ξ)+VxVsψ(t, s; q', ξ)'jf
Since ||V
Λ
Vξψ—7||ίgτ<l, we have
dq'
Similarly we get
dt
dt
q'(s, s) = x , p\s, s) = ξ .
K = _V tλ(ί, q', p') , *£ = V,λfc q1, p') ,
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Consequently, we have q'(t, s)=q(t, s) and p'(t, s)=p(t, s). Then, we get
(3.20) * = VeHt, s; q(t, s), ξ), p(t, s) = V,ψ(ί, *; q{t, s), ξ).
Hence, we obtain (3.18) by Corollary 3.3.
II) The case iΦj. In the similar way to the proof of the case I) we get
1 P
u
(t, T, s) = V,Ψ,,y(ί, r, s; Qu{t, r, ί), ξ),
which completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.5. Let φ(x, ξ) and ψ(x, ξ) satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.2.
Let {x0, ξo)^Rnxx(Rnξ-{O}) and define (y0, y0) as in (3.15) by.
v0), ξ0 = v , ψ («0, v0),
where we assume that \ ξ0 \ is sufficient large. For any £>0 and R>0 we set
(3.22) r j * = {(*,ξ) Iv,φ(χ, f)/1v,φ(*, f)I-fo/1foI
(3.23) Γ?.
s
 = {(*, I) ; 11/111 -vj \vo\\<€,
WtΦ(χ,ξ)-y
o
\<ε, \ξ\>R).
Then, for any £ 2 >0 (resp. £t>0) there exist ^ X ) (resp. £2>0) and M'>0 in-
dependent of (x0, ξ0) such that
(3.24) Γ^^CΓJ,^ (R^M1)
Proof. Generally, if <p(x, | )e£P(τ), we have.
So setting η=T7
x
φ(x, ξ), we get
(3.25) \
for a constant C > 0 depending only on T. Consequently, for large i?
( ί = l , 2) is well-defined.
We define ΓJiJ? and t^ j f i by
(3.26) r j .
e
 = {(*, I) IV,ψ(*, ξ)l\V,ψ(*. f)I-?„/1?oI l < £,
\x-xo\<€, \ξ\>R} ,
(3.27) ri
s
 = {(x, ξ); \ξl\ξ\-vol\v
a
\\ <ε,
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Then, noting (3.3), we can easily see that for any £ 2 >0 (resp. ^ X ) ) there exist
£!>0 (resp. £2>0) and i?0>0 such that
(3.28) Γί^cΓJ^ (R>Rΰ)
We have from (3.4)
Consequently, using (3.25), we get
(3.29) I V,φ(*, ξ)l I V
x
φ(x, ξ) I - V^(*> £)/ I V^K*. f) I I
-V.ψl x |V,ψ| + l |V,φ|-|V,ψ| I x
By (3.4) we have
(3.30) I Vfφ(tf, ?)-Vιψ(x, ξ) I ^ C<f>'"'
Fix €=62 in (3.23). Then, by (3.30) we have for some Ro
sup |Vίφ(*, £)-VίΨ(«, | ) | < £ 2 /
So for (*, ?)eΓ282/2>/? (i?^i?0) we have
I V£Φ(Λ;, | ) -y 0 1 ^ I V$φ(x, I)-VWr(*. ξ) I
Consequently, we get
(3.31) ΠAR<ZΓI,R {R^Ro).
By (3.28) we have for some S[ and R'
o
 (^R
o
)
(3.32) F^czPt^ (R^R'O).
Next setting f^εί/2, from (3.29) we have for some Ri' (^RΌ
sup I Vtφ(*. |)/1 V,φ(«, ?) I -V,ψ(*, ξ)l I V.iK*. I) I
So for ( * , f ) e r i l t S (Λ^i?ί) we have
Then, we get
Finally, for M' C^Rί'^RΌ^R0) we obtain
(3.33) Π
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Convesely, for any S
λ
 there exist £ί, £'2, £2 and M ' > 0 such that
(3.34) Γ ^ D Γ ^ Π ^ Γ ^ (R^M').
Thus the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For a constant M in (3.3) set
K= Conic {(*, V
x
ψ(*> ξ)V, (V*ψ(*. f), £)
Then, we have only to prove that if (x
o
,ξ
o
)<£K, (xOiξo) does not belong to
WF(P
φ
u). Assume that
and define (y0, η0) as the solution of
JΌ = V$ΊH#0, V0) , ^0 = Vxψ(x0, Vo) (see (3.15)).
Then, we may assume from (3.25) that |f
o
| is a sufficient large in order that
I Vo I 2^  M. Then, we can see that
(y
o
,V
o
)$WF(u).
Corresponding Ut(y0) and Ts(v0) of (3.2), we choose ά(x)<=$°°(R"), h{ξ)<=S~
such that
ί «(*) = 1 on USί(y0), supp a c U2H(y0),
{
 • > \ h(ξ) = 1 on Γ t l(* 0), supp 5cΓ2S2(.70).
Then, if we take an £2>0, we have
(3.36) ^ ( Γ J i ί G f f . . = Q H
s
.
We also consider a{x)tΞ$~(Rn) and 6(g)eS°° such that
(3 37)
V
" ' ' suppό(?)cΓ
ei(£o)n{f; \ξ\^M},
where £2 and M are determined later. Then, if we get for any a(x) and b{ξ) of
(3.37)
(3.38)
we have
(x
ϋ
, ξ
o
)φWF(P
Φ
u).
Hence, we have only to prove (3.38).
We write for ά(x) and b{ξ) of (3.35)
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(3.39) b(D
x
)a(X')P
φ
u
= JιuJrJiU (I: identity map).
Then, since b(D
x
)ά(X')u<=H^ we get
(3.40) /^ei/oo.
Consider the second term. We have by the expansion theorem in [7]
(3.41) <r(J2)(x, ζ)~b(Vxφ(x, ξ))a(x)p(x, ξ)(l-b(ξ)ά(Vξφ{x, ξ))
where a1 and βι ( l ^ / ^ 3 ) are multi-indexes and
Now we define S
x
 and M by Lemma 3.4 such that
(3.42) Γ ί l i Λ c Γ Ϊ I f Λ
If we have for some (x, ξ) (| ξ \ ^
we have from (3.37)
So we can see that (x> ^ G Γ ^ J ^ . Then, from (3.42) we get
\ζl\ξ\-vol\vo\\<e2, l v t φ ( Λ , f ) - Λ l < ^ , If
Hence, from the definition of ά(x) and b(ξ) we get
Consequently, the first term vanishes for (x, ξ) (\ξ\^M). Similarly, we can
see that the each term vanishes for (x, ξ) (| ξ | ^ M ) . Therefore, we get
σ{J2){χ,
Finally, we get
Hence, we obtain (3.38) together with (3.40). This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
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4. Main theorems
Consider a hyperbolic operator
(4.1) L = D]+A
λ
{t, X, D
x
)Dt+A2(t, X, Dx)
+B
a
(t, X, DJDt+B^t, X, D
x
)+C0(t, X, Dx)
on [0, T](Γ>0) (A fa x, ζ), Bfa x, ξ),
Cfa x, f)e=F([0, T\; Sj),
We assume that the characteristic roots λ,(ί, x, ξ) ( ί = l , 2) of the principal part
of L (i.e. the roots of \2+A1(t, x, ξ)X+A2(t, x, ξ)=0) are real valued.
In this section we shall consider the Cauchy problem
(P) Lu = 0 on[0,T], Diu(0,x)=gj(x) (/=Q, 1),
where gj(x)^H_oo= (J H
s
. For simplicity, we set
(4.2)
P2 =P2{t, X, Dt, Dx) = Dl+Afa X, Dx)Dt+A2(t, X, Dx),
P1 = Pλ{t, X, Dt, Dx) = BQ(t, X, Dx)Dt+Bfa X, Dx),
P
o
 = P,{t, X, D
x
) = C0(t, X, Dx),
and
L = P(t, X, Dt, Dx) = P2(t, X, Dt,1
DEFINITION 4.1. Let ρ(x, £)e*S7,o; i We say that pm(x, ξ) is the principal
symbol of p(x,ξ), if p
m
(x, ξ) and (p—p
m
) (x,ξ) belong to 5J
 ( O ϊ l and S?j]u
respectively.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let ρ(x, ξ)^S?>0; 1 and ρm(x, ξ) be the principal symbol
of p(x, ξ). Then, we define the subpήncίpal symbol with respect to p
m
(x, ξ)
(4.3) pt(x, ξ) = (p-pm)(x, ξ)+f £ 9ίΛyί-(^ Ώ
/)2(ί, ΛI, λ, 5) of (4.2) is the principal symbol of p(t> x, λ, £). Throughout
this section, when we define the subprincipal symbol of L of (4.1), we always
take p2(t, x, λ, ξ) of (4.2) as the principal symbol.
We state the extension of the results obtained by M. Hata [5] (see also [4]
and [15]).
Lemma 4.3 (c.f. [5]). We assume that L of (4.1) satisfies the following con-
ditions i), ii) and iii).
n
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y=o
1
iii) There exists a symbol μ(t} xs £ ) e f| Bj([0, T]; Sp((l—/))) such that
(4.4) ρ
s
(t, x, Xfa x, ξ), ξ) — — {λ-λj, λ-λ 2 } ~μ(λ1-\2)<=B°([09 T] S°p).
2
Here, p
s
(t, x, λ, ξ) denotes the sύbprincipal symbol of p(t, x, λ, ξ) in U2<"+1>
{λ—λj, λ—λ2} denotes the Poisson bracket (see Corollary D in Section 1). Then,
there exist R{(t, x, £ ) e ^ # ( [ 0 , T\\ S\{{\-j))) ( i = l , 2) a«rf ^ ( ί , *, ξ) e
(4.5) L = {A-λ,(ί, X, £>,)+i?2(ί, X, Dx)} {Dt-Tφ, X, Dx)
+R
ι
(t,X,D
x
)}+RJt,X,D
x
).
Proof. If Λ,(0e.Q
o
^([0,Γ];5»((l-i))) and /?0(ί)eβ°([0, Γ]; 5°), we
can write
{Dt-\2(t, X, Dx)+R2(t, X,DX)} {Dt-W
= Df-(λχ+λ^(ί, X, D^+iX^it, X, DJ
X(t, X, D^Dt+ίίΌ^-iVfλz V
(mod. B°([0, T]: SI)),
where σ(λi+λ2)(ί,», ?)=λ1(ί J *, | )+λ 2 ( ί , *, I), σ(\{K2)(t, x, ξ)=X1(t, x, ξ)X2(t, x, ξ).
Comparing with (4.1), we have
B0(t, x, ξ) = R1(t, x, ξ)+R2(t, x, ξ),
B
ι
(t, x, ξ) Ξ {i(dtX1-VtX2 VxX1)~X2R1-R2X1}(t, x, ξ)
(mod. B° ([0, T]; SI)).
So we get
(4.6) (X1-X2)R1(t, x, ξ)
= P
s
(t, X, λ,(ί, *, ξ), ξ)~ y {λ-λ l ( λ-λ 2 }
Y Σ 9ίΛΛ)(λi-λ2) ( m o d
Define R,(t, x, ξ) (i=\, 2) by
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(4.7)
Then, we can see that
R2 = Ba-(μ+-L ±
L= {Dt-\2{t, x, Dx)+R2(t)) {A-λi
{mod. Bψ, T}; S')).
We obtain Lemma 4.3. Q.E.D.
Let φi(t>s;x,ξ) (i=l,2) be the solution of the eiconal equation (1.15)
corresponding to λ, (ί, x, ξ) in Lemma 4.3. Then, we have
Theorem 4.4 (c.f. [5]). Let L be the operator which has the properties of
Lemma 4.3. We also assume that
iv)
-\
u
 λ-λ 2 } eJ3°([0, T] S°p).
Then, the fundamental solution Ek(t, s) (k=0f 1) of the Cauchy problem (P) (i.e.
LEk=0 on [s, Γ], d{Ek(s, s)=8j>k (j, k=0, 1)) can be constructed for a small Γ 0 > 0
in the form
(4.8)
where
Ek(t9 s) = ± HlΦi(t, s; X, Dx) + f' Hl^φ, tu s; X, Ώx)dtλ
ί = l Js
ί σ{H\){t, s; x, ξ)<=m nB?..(Δ,; 5>-» (A=0, 1, t = l , 2),
( Δ
v
= {0^s = ί,+1^ ^ ί 1 ^ ί 0 = ί})
Proof. The equality (4.5) is valid from Lemma 4.3. So setting for te [0, T]
(4.9) »0(ί, *) = «(ί, s), *,(*, *) = (A-λ^ί, X,
we have the system for V(t, x)='(v
o
(t, x), v^t, x))
Then, the initial data V
o
 for (4.10) becomes
(4.11) V0=G(0,X,Dx)(gΰ), G(s,x,ξ) = ( λ , x, ξ)
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Now we shall construct the fundamental solution E(t,s) for L by the
same method of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Kumano-go-Taniguchi [11], where
LE(t, s) = 0 on [s, T], E(s, s) = I (unit matrix).
Set
/I
φ
 (ί, s), 0 \
(4.12) Iφ(t,s) = [ •*' h 1,
V 0 , Iφ2{t,s)J
where Iφ.(t,s) is Fourier integral operator with symbol 1 and phase function
φi(t, s; xy ξ). Then, we have
(4.13) LIφ(ty s) = Fφ(t, s),
2
where Fφ(t,s)=yΣjFjφ.(t,s) is a matrix of Fourier integral operators with
φj{t,s;x,ξ) and symbols Ffas; x, £)<Ξ£? > S (Δ 0 ; Si). From (4.13) the funda-
mental solution for £#, as the continuous operator from the Sobolev space H
σ
into itself for any fixed σ, is constructed in the form:
(4.14) E (ί, s) = /
φ
(ί, s) + [' I
Φ
(t, θ) Σ W
v
(θ, s)dθ .
Here, {W*(t, ί)}~=i are defined by
f W
x
(t, s) = -iFφ{t, s),
(4.15) \ rt
V ;
 ( W
v+1(t, s) = J ΪFi(ί, Θ)WV(Θ, s)dθ (v=h 2, .-, c.f. [6] and [11]).
We note that IF
v+1(ί, s) can be written in the form
(4.16) W
v+1{t, s) = Γ f'1...^"1
(ίv, ί), t
o
=t),
and TF(V+1) has the form
(4.17)
By Theorem A we have for a small T 0 >0
f φj(tk-ι, ^ G ί p ^ ^ . i - ί J ) {tQ=t, tv+1=s) ,
(4.18) <
for constants c
o
>O, ^ > 0 (see also Theorem A). Then, by Theorem E we
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can find the Fourier integral operators
with phase functions
Φjϊ-^Jt, *» '"> t,, s) = φφ, mφJ2(tlf ί2)#-#φyv+1(ίv, s),
and symbols Wj
ίt...jv+ι(t, tu - , tJy s) of class B°(ΔV; Si) (=3?0. W v + 1 ( Δ V ; S°p))y
such that for any / we have semi-norm estimates with respect to the component
for a constant C7>0 independent of v, and for any /, real σ and integer iV>0
we have the estimates of the operator norm
(4.20) Il^1, vv+I,φy1,,yv+-^1>ΨV ^ + 1 ^ + J k ^ +
for a constant C,
 ΛΓ
>0 independent of v.
Set
(4.21) ΪΓv+,. v + ι(ί, /x, - , *) = / i > . . . § + i . I ( - 0 v +
(4.22) W^(t, s) = Γ I
φ
{t, 0 ) { Σ Γ f'1...f'v-1(
Js v=i Js Js Js
- # U + 1 > Φ V + I ) ( 0 , f l f.», ίvj s)dU-dtι}dθ (tϋ = θ).
Then, we can see by (4.20) and Proposition 3.2 in [11] that
Therefore, we obtain the fundamental solution E(t, s) for L in the form
(4.23) E(t, s) = I
φ
(t, s)+ [' I
Φ
{t, Θ)W1(Θ, s)dθ
Js
0 0
 C* Cθ Ch Γ'v-i
v=l Js Js Js Js ' v + 1
x ώ ^ ώ ^ + P F . o o ^ ί ) .
We note that we did not use the assumption iv) until now. If we use
iv), then, we can apply (1.44) to the right hand side of (4.23). For example,
\t\Ί
Φi(t)θ)WΦi2(θyt1,s)dΐ1dθ
Js Js
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= Π"W"{t, θ, ί,,,V
 2u,,,*)dhd
Js Js '
= \'wί'1'2(t)t1,s)dt1,
Js '
where
W'(θ, tlt s)
= W(θ, θ-t.+s, s) exp ί{Φ2,i(0, θ-^+s, s)-Φu2(θ, tlt s)) ,
W"\t,t
ι
,s) = \ W'\t,θ,t
x
,s)dθ.
By repeating this process, we obtain the expression
(4.24) E(t, s) = Wltφ, s X, Dx)+ WiΛί{t ,s)
J S
where
# U \ ; S°p) (i = 1, 2),
Then, we can see from (4.9) and (4.11) that the fundamental solution Ek(t> s)
(k=0,1) for L can be represented by
Ek{t, s) = "the first component of E(ty s)G(s, X, Dx)(ΛQ>kT .
We get (4.8). Q.E.D.
REMARK 1. The formal adjoint L* of L in Theorem 4.4 also satisfies the
assumption of Theorem 4.4. Then, we get the fundamental solution E£(t, T)
(&=0, 1) ( 0 ^ ί ^ τ ^ Γ 0 ) of the backward initial value problem
L*Ef(t
s
τ) = 0 on[ί,τ], d{E^(τ,r) = δifJk
in the similar way to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Consequently, we can prove
the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem (P) (c.f. [7]).
REMARK 2. We get the fundamental solution of the form (4.23) without
the condition iv) in Theorem 4.4. But, then, the statement for the propaga-
tion of singularities will not be simple (c.f. see [11]).
We consider L of (4.1) whose characteristic roots are non-regular. Here-
after, we always assume the following I) and II) for L in (4.1).
Condition I): Aj(t,x,ξ), Bj(t,x,ξ) and Cj(t,x,ξ) in (4.1) belong to
J3~([0, T];S{,o), respectively.
Condition II): We have
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Aj(t,x,Sξ)=VAj(t,x,ξ) ( / = 1 . 2 ) ,
Bj{t,x,hξ) = VBj{t,x,ξ) (i = 0,1),
CQ(t,x, Sξ) = C0(t,x,ξ) {\ξ\ ^
Let φi(t, s; x, ξ) (i=ly 2) be the solution of (1.15) corresponding to %t(t, x, ξ),
where %{(t, x, ξ) is the approximation of X^t, x, ξ) defined by (2.24) in Section
2, that is,
(4.25) λ,(*, x, ξ) = j ψ(<?><ι-p>y)λ, (*, x+y, ξ)dyζξyn.
For λ, (ί, x, ξ) ( i = l , 2) we define {q^p^it, s) by (3.16) corresponding to λ t and
define {Q12, Plt£(t, r, s) by (3.17) corresponding to \x and λ2. Then, we obtain
Theorem 4.5. Assume the conditions I) and II) for L of (4.1). We also
assume the following i), ii) and iii).
i) Characteristic roots λf (/, x, ξ) (i= 1, 2) belong to B\[0, T]; Slt0,3+o)
ii) The Poisson bracket {λ—λlf λ—λ2}=0.
iii) There exists a symbol μ(t, x, ζ)eJ3°([0, Γ] S°lι0; 1 + σ) Π ^([0, Γ] 5? i0 o)
, T]\ iSi.o o ) ,
zϋλere ^>
s
(^ Λ?, λ, ?) denotes the subprincίpal symbol in R]{"
x
*χ\ of L. Then, the
fundamental solution Ek(t,s) (k=0, 1) exists for some T 0 >0 and is constructed in
the form (4.8) by using p=(2+σ)/(4+σ). Moreover, the solution u(t,x) of the
Cauchy problem (P) is unique and then, we obtain
(4.26) WF(u(t)) C JJ^ Conic ({Qlt2, Pl>2){t, r, 0 x, ξ) (*, ξ)
ΪΞWF(G), \ξ\^M),
where WF(G)= (J WF(gj) and M is a large constant.
Proof. In this proof, we always use the approximation (4.25) for fixed
We define the symbol A'j(t, x, ξ) (j=h 2), B'j(t, x, ξ) (/=0, 1) and Ci(t, xy ξ)
by
J
 v
 ε\ At \ /+ <v £\\ (+ <v ΣΛ
V, ΐλf, ζ I , -ΛL2 — lv > ™i ί J Λ 2 U i ^ί ζ I >
ί(
 '
 }
 1 B'
o
 = B^+A.-Aί, Bί = Blt Cί =C0+A2-A'2.
Then, it is clear that we can write
(4.28) L = Σή+Al{t, X, D
x
)Dt+A'2(t, X, Dx)
+B'0(t, X, Dx)Dt+Bί(t, X, D,)+d(t, X, Dx).
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We can see that
( Aft, x, ξ)eB\[0, T] Sί.i-p(3+*)) 0" = 1 . 2 ) ,
B'j(t, x, ξ)t=B\[O, 21; Sί((l))) (j = 0,1),(4.29)
{ C'0(t,x,ξ)<ΞB\[0,T];Sl).
In fact the relation (4.29) is clear for A'j (j=l, 2) and B[ by Theorem 2.5. Since
we have by Theorem 2.5
^O, 2 1 ; S"~),
we get BΌ<=BX[0, T] 5J((1))). By Theorem 2.6 we have
J±2—-"2 = = -"2—-"2—(^1^2—^1^2/
χ[0, 21 SJ-o-flί*^) (=B\[0, T] 5JJ)).
Next set
( ρί{t, x, X, ξ) = \2+Aί{t, x, ξ)\+Aί(t, x, ξ),
(4.30) pί{t, x, X, ξ) = B{(ί, *, f)λ+Bί(ί, *, ξ),
We can rewrite L in the form
(4.31) L = D2t+Aί(t, X, Dx)Dt+A'2(t, X,
= Pi(t, X, Dt, Dx)+Pί{t, X, Dt, Dx)+Pί(t, X, Dt).
We prove that L in the form (4.31) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.4.
We get £{(/, x, ξ)eB\[0, T]; SJ((1))) from (4.29). It is clear from (4.27) that
the characteristic roots of L in the form (4.31) are λ, (ί, *, ξ) (/=1, 2)e.B1([0, T];
5ί,i_p(3+σ)). So the condition i) and ii) in Lemma 4.3 are satisfied. Con-
sequently, we have only to prove the condition iii) and iv) in Theorem 4.4.
Since λ,(f, x, ξ) ( ί= 1, 2) belong to B\[0, T];Sl,0;*.,), we get
& *, ξ) = V{λ, (ί, *, Ώ + H ^ ί , x, ξ) ( i=l , 2),
where
(4.33) #,(*,*,£)
= J
From the assumption ii) we have
dt\1-dtλ2+Vt\1 'VxK2-VxX1 Vξλ2 = 0 .
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Taking the approximation for the both sides, we get
(4.34) {λ-X,,λ
= (v A v A - vtλi VΛ2) - (v A v A - ( VΛ Vf x2)
Since V
e
λ,(ί, *, f) and V,λ,(*, *, f) belong to B»([0, Γ]; Si°,0 s 8 + ( r) and βx([0, Γ\;
S\.o;2+<r)> respectively, by Theorem 2.6 we can see that
j VΛ2—Vfλj Vtλ2, VΛi * Vjλ2—VΛi VΛ2
effdϋ, Γ]; Sj-<1-p>«i+<r>)cB1([0, T]; 5°).
By Lemma 2.3 we also have
Consequently, it follows that H^V^K2{t,x,%) and H2'VxXι(t, x, ξ) belong to
B°([0, T\; SI). Hence, from (4.34) we can see that {λ-A, λ-1,} belongs to
B°([0,T];Sl).
Next we can easily have
(4.35) p
s
(t, x, Xjft, x, ξ), ξ) --L {χ-\
u
 λ-λ2}
Σ 3 f Λ / λ - χ i ) ( λ - λ 2 ) - {λ-λj, x -
λ = λ
Then, by the similar way to the proof of the condition iv), we get
(4.36) p',(t, x, \(t, x, ξ), ξ)—L {χ-\, χ-%,}
where p'
s
(ty x, λ, ξ) is the subprincipal symbol of L in the form (4.31). Hence,
we obtain
(4.37) p',{t, x, %Jit, x, ξ), ξ)-Pik-\)^B°([0, T\; Si).
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Using μ(t, *,?)<= Π Bj([°> Ϊ Ί ; Sj((l-i))), we can see that L in the form (4.31)
satisfies iii) in Lemma 4.3. Finally, we obtain (4.8).
It is clear by Remark 1 that the solution u(t, x) of the Cauchy problem (P)
is unique. We shall show (4.26). We can easily see by Theorem 2.5 that
(\-\i) (t, xy ξ) belongs to B°([0, T]; S}Γo(ίϊp)(1+σ)) Hence, considering to-
gether with the Condition I), we obtain (4.26) by Corollary 3.4. Thus the
proof is complete. Q.E.D.
REMARK 3. We can see from (4.36) and Remark 2 that we get the fun-
damental solution in the form (4.23) without the condition ii) in Theorem 4.5.
REMARK 4. K. Taniguchi in [18] recently proved Theorem E in Section
1 when the case p=l/2. By using this we can also prove Theorem 4.5 when
σ in assumption i) and iii) of Theorem 4.5 equals to zero.
EXAMPLE 1. For the differential operator in [0, T]xR2
x
L = D)-{x\+x\){D\+Dl2)+x\DXi+xtDX2,
we can see that L satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.5.
EXAMPLE 2. For the differential operator in [0, T] X R2X
L =D2t~(xlD2Xi+xlDl2)+xtDXi+xtDX2,
we obtain
L = D]-{x\D2Xι+xlD2X2)aφx)+x\Dx^ (I-a(Dx)),
where a{ξ) belongs to C°°(JR2) such that
a(ξ) = 0 ( l e i ^ l ) , a(ξ)=l (\ξ\^2).
Then, we can see that L satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.5.
EXAMPLE 3. Consider a hyperbolic operator in [0, T]xR2
x
L = D5_2(D, i+D^A-{^i+01 0+(^2+01 0-l}(^1+^2)2
+a(ty x)Dt-a(t, x)(DXi+DX2)+b{ty x),
where a(tyx)y b(t3x)^^°°(R3ttX). Then, we obtain as the characteristic roots
λ± = (l±V(x1+tyQ+(x2+tγQ)(ξ1+ξ2)^B\[0y T]; S\,o •, 4 ) .
We can see that L also satisfies the condition ii) and iii) of Theorem 4.5.
5. Hyperbolic operators of higher order
In this section we shall treat hyperbolic operators of higher order with
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non-regular characteristic roots, whose each multiplicity is at most two.
Consider a hyperbolic operator
(5.1) L = DT+ Σ Aj(t, X, D
x
)Drj+Έ Bfr, X, D
x
)Dr'
j=l j=l
on [0, T]
{Atf, x, f)<=£~([0, T]; S>), B,(t, x, f)eβ-([0, T]; S'"1)).
We assume that for a constant Λί>0 we have
(5.2) Aj(t, x, 8ξ) = VA,{t, x,ξ)
m
Throughout this section let λ w + Σ Aj(t, x, ξ)\m~j be the principal part of L.
j = l
We assume that the characteristic roots of the principal part of L are real valued
and that multiplicity of each characteristic root is at most two. That is, the
characteristic roots λ(i°, λ£° and \{J\l^l^k, k+ l<^j<^tn— k) satisfy for a
constant C 0>0
(5.3) inf
10T1R
where \\j)=\[J)
We study the Cauchy problem
First we state a proposition on the subprincipal symbol.
Proposition 5.1. Let ρ(x,ξ)<=S\ q(x,ξ)(=Sm2 and p
o
(x,ξ), q
o
(x,ξ) be
the principal symbols, respectively. Set h(x> ξ)—σ(P Q){x, ξ) where σ(P-Q)(xy ξ)
denotes the single symbol of P(X, DX)-Q(X, Dx) (i.e. H(X, Dx)=P-Quy u<=S, c.f.
[6]). Then, we get
(5.4) h,{x, ξ)=p
s
(x, ξ)q(x, ξ)+p(x, ξ)q
s
(x, ξ)-j- {/>, q}(x, ξ)
(mod. 5"Ί+<"2-2),
where h
s
(x, ξ), p
s
(x, ξ), q
s
(x, ξ) denote the subprincipal symbols with respect to
Po(xΛ)qo{x,ζ), Po(*>ξ)> *>(*>?)> respectively and {p,q}(x,ξ) denotes the Poisson
bracket, that is,
{p, q}(x, ξ) = (Vίί Vrf-V^ VrfϊK*, ξ)
Proof. Set
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(5.5) pi(χ, ξ) = ρ(χ, ξ)-ρ
o
(χ, ξ), $(*, ξ) = q(χ, ξ)-Φ, ξ)
By the expansion theorem of the double symbol (c.f. [6]), we have
(5.6) h(x, ξ)=p
o
(x, ξ)q
o
(x, ξ)+ip
o
q
ι
+p1q0-iVίpo Vxq0)(x, ξ)
(mod. Sm*+m*-z).
Hence, noting that the principal symbol of h is p0q0, we get
= p
s
q+pq
s
~ \ {p, q} (mod. S ^ " 2 ) .
We obtain (5.4). Q.E.D.
Corollary 5.2. L*tf />(Λ?, f) e 5mi, ?(Λ?, ?) e 5W2,
 r
(ίc, ?) e Sm3 αwrf fcί />0(ΛJ, g),
qo{χ> ?)> o^(^ > ?) ^ ^ principal symbols, respectively. Set h(x,ξ) = σ(P*Q R)
(x, ξ), where σ(P Q R) (x, ξ) denotes the single symbol of P Q R. Then, we get
(5.7) h
s
(xy ξ) = psqr+pqsr+pqrs-±-({p, q}r+ {q, r}p- {rsp}q)
( m o d . S""i+*2+>«3-2)
 ?
where h
s
, p
sy qs and rs denote the subprincipal symbols with respect to />o?o
r
o> Λ)> ?o
and r0, respectively.
Proof. Since p
o
(x, ξ)qQ(x, ξ)rQ(x, ξ) is the principal symbol of h(x> £), hs
is well defined.
Let ¥ι\x,ξ) be thp single symbol of P(Xy Dx) Q(X, Dx) and h?\x, ξ) be
the subprincipal symbol of h{1)(x, ξ) with respect to p
o
(xy ξ)qo{x, ξ). Then, by
Proposition 5.1 we have
and
*, ξ)=p
s
q+pq
s
 - ± {p, q} (mod. Sm^
h
s
(x, ξ) = hφr+Whr, - — {¥ι\ r) (mod.
Hence, we get
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h
s
(x, Qspjr+pqs+lflir,- j-({p, q)r+ {*«, r»
=p
s
qr+pq
s
r +pqr
s
- ±({p, q}r+ {q, r}p- {r,p}q)
(mod. 5»i+*2+«»3-2). Q.E.D.
Now consider L of (5.1). Noting the assumption (5.3), by the factorization
theorem in Kumano-go [8] we can write
(5.8) L = Pγ -«)...pί*+υ.pί*). .pί1>+ | ] Rfc, X, D
x
)DΓj
(Rj(t,x,ξ)e=B"{[O,T];S-),
where
(5.9) Pί» = P<i\t, X, Dt> D,)
= D2t+A['\t, X, Dx)Dt+AV\t, X, Dx)
+BV\t, X, Dt)Dt+Bγ\t} X, Dx)
(Aγ\t, x, ξ), mn(t, x, f)eβ"([0, T]; S% l£l£k) ,
(5.10) X2+A{ \t, x, ξ)\+A¥\t, x, ξ)
= (\-\V\t, x, f))(λ-λi'>(ί, x, ξ)),
and
(5.11) Pί» = Pψ{f, X, Dt, Dx) = Dt-X{'\t, X, Dx)+Ri'\t, X, Dx)
(X['\t, x, f)eB-([0, 21; 51), Rί'\t, x, ξ)eB~([0, T]; S°),
Let L
s
(t, x, λ, ξ) and ^ ^(ί, *, λ, ξ) (ί^l^k) be the subprincipal symbols
of σ(L) (t, x, λ, ξ) and />2*'(ί, «, λ, ?) with respect to the principal symbols
and
respectively. Then, we obtain in the same way as in Hata [5]
Lemma 5.3. We also assume for L of (5.1) that
(5.12) \ γ \ t , ί )
Then, the following a) and b) are equivalent.
a) There exist symbols μ,(t, x, £)eβ"([0, T]; 5Γ.o!i+σ) ( l^/^/t) such that
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(5.13) L.(t, x, \['\t, x, ξ), ξ)- -ΐ- {X-\['\ λ-λ<2'>}
xρ,(ί, x, \['\t, x, ξ), ξ)-μι(\['>-\in)(ΞB~([0, T}; ST.oU),
where
Π*Q,(t, x, λ, £) = Π (λ-λίΛ(ί, *, ξ))(λ-λ^(ί, x, f)) Π*(λ-λiΛ(ί, *, f))
j l j=k+l
(
j=k+l
b) There exist symbols v,(t,x, ξ)£ΞB°°([Oy T]; S°ltQ; i+a) (l^l^k) such that
(5.14) p£\t, xy \['\t, x} ξ), ξ)- ±-{\-\{ι\ λ - λ ^ }
-^(λί^-λi '^eβ-ίtO, T]; Sϊ.o .o).
Proof. Let S^t, x,\,ξ) be the single symbol of
and let S2(t, x, λ, ξ) be the single symbol of
Then, we consider the subprincipal symbols Sls and S2s of Sλ and *S2 with
respect to the principal symbols
and
Π (λ-λί^f, x, ?))(λ-λ(2^(ί, x, ξ)) Π* (λ-λ^(ί, x, ξ))
j=ι+i j=k+i
Π (λ-λίΛ(ί, x, f))(λ-λ^(ί, *, ?)),
respectively. So we can apply Corollaiy 5.2 as p=S
u
 q=p2l) and r — S2. We
have
(5.15) L,(ί, *, λ, f )=S
u
pil)S2+S1p['s)S2+S1p^S2s
-±({S
u
p^}S2+{pί'\ S2}S1-{S2, 5Jίi ' J)
(mod. S1"-WΛυι))
Hence, we get from (5.12)
(5.16) L,{t, x, \['\t, x, ξ), ξ)
^S&p&Xt, x, \\'\t, x, ξ), ξ)+ ±-S3(t, x, f)(λi ;)-λi°)
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where S3(t, x, £)efl-([0, T\; 5f.o!i+ σ).
First, we derive b) from a). Comparing (5.13) with (5.16), we have
(5.17) OsS^t, x, λί'\
- y {λ-λί l }, λ-λ&'>}0/& x, λί", ξ)
- y {λ-λi'>, λ-λi'>}0ι(*, *, λί0, ξ)
(mod. fi-([0, ϊ];5Γ.Ϊ?o).
It is easy to see that Q,{t, x, \[n(t, x, ξ), ξy1 belongs to β~([0, T]; SτfrΓa-1*).
Hence, defining v,{t, x, ξ) by
(5.18) v,(t, x, ξ) = -QΛf, x,
we can see that v,(t, x, ξ) satisfies b). We get b).
Convesely, assume b). Setting
μ,{t, x, ξ) = (^S3+v,(t, x, ξ)Q,{t, x, X['\ ?)) ^
we get a) in the same way. Q.E.D.
Let φl(t, s; x, ξ) (i=l, 2, 1^/^ft) and φ((t, s; x, ξ) (k+l^j^m-k) be the
solution of (1.15) corresponding to λ ^ and X^ which are the approximations
defined by (2.24) for λi° and λi ; ), respectively. The index δ will be determin-
ed later. Let {qj,pj} (ί, s;x,ξ) (k+l^j^m — k) be the solutions of (3.16)
corresponding to \[j) and define {Q[%P[ι.l}(t,τ,s;x,ξ) (l^I^k) by (3.17)
corresponding to λ^0 and λ(2°. Then, we obtain
Theorem 5.4. We assume for L of (5.1) the following conditions i), ii) and
i) \\'Xt,x,ξ) (*=1,2, l£l£k) belongs to 5~([0, T\; 5},0;3+<r) (o->0).
ii) { λ - λ ί o , λ - λ H = 0 (l^/^A).
iii) TAere exist symbols μ,{t, x, ξ)eB~([0, T]; 5Γ,ό i+σ) (1^/^A) ί«cA that
(5.19) L.(ί, *, λί", ξ)-μι(\[»-X^)eB°°([0, T]; 5Γ.ϊ?β).
Γ/ίe«, we Aα»e ίAc Mm'ί«e solution u(t, x) of the Cauchy problem (P.2) in [0, T
o
] for
some T0>0. Setting WF(G)= "{j WF(g,), we have
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(5.20) WF(u(t, *)) c U U Conic {(Q[% P['.\)(t, τ, 0 x\ ξ")
/ 1 O^T^/
(A ξ°)(=WF(G), |S°| ^ M } U Ίΐ , Conic {{q',p>),
(/, 0 ; x 0 ,1°) ; (*°> ?0)
for a large constant M > 0 .
Proof. From (5.8) we may assume that L has the form
(5.21) L = Pi—*>...pi*+ 1>.p^...p^ .
we can see from the assumptions i), ii), iii) and Lemma 5.3 that p{2l) (l^l^k)
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.5. Hence, in the same way to the proof
of Theorem 4.5, we get
(5.22) Pψ = {Dt-%¥\t, X, Dx)+Ri'\t, X, Dx)} {Dt-X['\t, X, Dx)
+R¥Xt,X,D
x
)}+BVXt,X,D
x
),
where
^i^(t, χ} ξ) = \ Ψiy^Ϋ^it, χ-\-ζSy~^"9^y> ζ)dy [p =
and
ί &/% x, ?)eΰ°°([O, T]; SJ((1))) (ί = 1, 2),
1 R\>k\t, x, f)eβ"([O, ΓJ; SI).
Setting
(5.23) 8ί'> = A-3Li l}(ί, X, Dt)+m'Xt, X, Dx)
(i= 1,2, 1^/^Λ),
we have
Then, set
(5.24)
(
 Vj =
and set
V=t(v0,v1,—,vm_1).
Then, from (5.24) we have for (P.2)
(5 25) ί LV = (D'-ΛV' X> D*)+B(t> X> D
I V\,_, = M{X, D
x
γ(Sΰ, gl, •.., g m _ x ) ,
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where
(5.26)
ID,
1 °
\ I, Λ(t,x,ξ) =
Λί"
0
, *, I) =
ι\ RP : 0
'••. - 1
0
\
and
(5.27)
Now it is clear from (5.3) and Theorem 2.5 that
(5.28)
( inf Iλj')(ί, *, ?)-λ<'/)(ί, x,ξ)\>C0\ξ\,
lO,TlxRχ
inf 13L}"(ί, *, ξ)-\Ϋ\t, x,ξ)\^C0\ξ\
[O.ΓlxB?
( ί ,* '=l,2, l^/φ/'^ft , j=k+l,-,m-k),
where C0>0 is a constant. Hence, we can apply the perfect diagonaliser of
Kumano-go[9] to the block
° 0\
o
(λί)
Then, we have by using some matrix N(t) = N(t, X, D
x
) = ί%(f, X, D
x
);
(5.29) Q(t)LN(ή=Dt-A(t, X, Dx)+C{t, X, Dx)
(mod.S~([0,Γ];5-~).
Here Q(t)=Q(t, X, D
x
) is the parametrix of N{t, X, D
x
) and
*, I) =
0
0 ct+1
c
m-kl
748 W. ICHINOSE
IC, = (cγ)(t, x, ξ ) ; ^ fj (cγ/(t, *, £)eS~([0, T\;
I (1^/^ft)), cy(ί, *, £) (eβ-([0, Γ]; 5?)); scalar
Then, we get the fundamental solution E0(t, s) for Q(t)LN(t) in the similar
way to the proof of Theorem 4.5 in the form
,Ei(t, s) 0 ,
(5.30) E0(t,s)=l Έk(t,s) (mod. B-(Δβ;S-),
0 Έ
m
_k{t,s)'
where Eι{tys) (l^l^k) has the form (4.24) whose symbols are infinitely dif-
ferentiable with respect to (t, T, S), and we have
(5.31) Ej{t, s) = WjM(t, s; X, Dx)
t, s; x,
Then, we get the fundamental solution E(t> s) for L
(5.32) E(t,s) = N(t)E0(t,s)Q{s).
Therefore, there exists the solution u(t,x) which has the form
(5.33) u(t3 x) = "the first row of E{t, 0)M(X9 Ds)*(g0, - , ^ . 0 " .
Hence, in the similar way to the proof of Theorem 4.5 we obtain (5.20). Thus
the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
REMARK 1. Assume a) of Lemma 5.3 in stead of ii) and iii) in Theorem 5.4.
Then, the fundamental solution can be represented by the Fourier integral
operators (see Remark 3 in Section 4).
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